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ABSTRACT
The abstract must contain 1. Problem statement, 2. Approach/methodology, 3 Results, 4. Conclusions. Please
use Times New Roman, 10 pt. The length of the abstract must be within 300 words. Please use this document as
a template. If the paper length exceeds the maximum limit or if the final paper does NOT conform to this
Template, it may NOT be published. Please double check that the text is 10 pt in size throughout the paper
except the title, which is 14 pt. Please read the following instructions carefully for full paper preparation and
submission. Please save this template using your paper ID number as the file name, and then write your paper by
overwriting this template.
Keywords: Four or Five Keywords (First Character of Each Word in Uppercase Letters), All Characters in
Italics

sentence case. Insert one blank line before and after
each heading. Fourth and lower level headings
should be avoided.

INTRODUCTION
The paper must be prepared in the A4 paper (210
mm × 297 mm) format and saved as an MS Word
(2010 or later version) file. Use the Times New
Roman font, 10 pt, single line spacing. Avoid the
use of underlined and/or bold text. The font sizes
used in the paper, including text inside figures and
tables, cannot be smaller than 10 pt.
Make the top margin 30 mm and the left, right,
and bottom margins 25 mm. Headings should be left
justified and without numbering. Leave one blank
line between each heading and the first following
paragraph, and no space before succeeding
paragraphs. Indent the first line of the paragraph by
5 mm. All text should be left and right justified.
Footnotes and underlines are not allowed.

TABLES, FIGURES AND EQUATIONS
Figures or Tables should be sized the whole width of
a column, as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1 below, or
span the whole width of the left and right columns.
Do not place any text besides the figures or tables.
Do not place them all together at the end of the
paper.
Tables

Use at most three levels of headings that
correspond to chapters, sections and subsections.
The first level headings for chapter titles should be
in 10 pt, bold, justified, and uppercase. Leave oneblank line before and after first level headings.

The table number and title should be placed
above the table, hanging by 12.5 mm, and be leftand right-justified. Number the tables consecutively
and place them after and close to where they are first
referenced. Leave at least one line between the table,
table title, and the text. Tables should be auto-fit to
the window and no vertical lines or borders are
needed. Do not abbreviate the word “Table.” Tables
are numbered with Arabic numerals instead of
Roman numerals.

Second Level Headings

Table 1 This is an example of table formatting

HEADINGS

Second level headings should be 10 pt, bold,
justified, and the first character of each word be in
uppercase. Leave one blank line before and after
each heading.

Items
x
y
z
a
5
2
5
b
6
1
6
c
8
3
9
Note: Notes should be placed under the table leaving
no space in between; 10 pt font, left- and rightjustified.

Third level headings
These headings should be in 10 pt, italics, and
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placed right justified. Symbols and notation should
be defined when they first appear. Leave one blank
line before and after each equation.

Figures
Figure numbers and titles should be placed one
line under the figure, hanging by 12.5 mm, and be
leftand
right-justified.
Number
figures
consecutively in the order in which reference is first
made to them in the text. Place them after and close
to where they are first referenced. Do not compress
figures (images of 600 dpi resolution or more are
preferable). Draw figures clearly and embed text in
the image properly. Do not cut and paste from
another text and ensure that after printing, the
images look good and any text they contain is
readable. Do not use an outer boundary. Use the
abbreviation “Fig.” except at the beginning of a
sentence, in which case the word should be fully
spelled out.

CITATIONS AND REFERENCES
Number citations consecutively in square
brackets [1]. Sentence punctuation follows the
brackets [2]. Multiple references [2], [3] are each
numbered with separate brackets [1]–[3]. When
citing a section in a book, give the relevant page
numbers [2]. In sentences, refer simply to the
reference number, as in [3]. Do not use “Ref. [3]” or
“reference [3]” except at the beginning of a
sentence: “Reference [3] shows ... .”
Try to avoid footnotes. Give all the authors’
names; do not use “et al.” unless there are three
authors or more. Use a space after authors' initials.
Papers that have been submitted for publication but
have not been accepted should be not cited. Papers
that have been accepted for publication, but not yet
specified for an issue should be cited as “to be
published” [3]. In this case, state the year of
acceptance. Use 5 mm hanging indentation for the
references.

Color figures and drawings
You may use color figures and photographs in
your paper. These will appear in color on the CDROM version of the conference’s technical
proceedings. However, please check that your color
figures are legible when printed in monochrome
(black and white), as this is the way they will be
reproduced in the hardcopy version of the
GEOMATE journal.

Paper Submission and Copyright
100
Data 2

Y Category

Authors must submit their papers in MS-WORD
(2010 or later version) format only and send their
copyright (pdf) to CONCRACK5.Papaer@gmail.com.
If any difficulty is encountered, please contact
Professor Toshiaki MIZOBUCHI or Professor Ippei
MARUYAMA at CONCRACK5.Papaer@gmail.com.
Authors should not submit a paper copy or a disc at
any stage in the submission process, unless
specifically requested.
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Fig. 1

Submitted papers must follow the above
guidelines. Please inform others to submit in time. It
is mandatory for an author or coauthor of an
accepted paper to present it. If for unavoidable
circumstances, you cannot attend the conference,
please let us know in advance and we will publish
your paper but no presentation slot will be on the
card. We will send the proceedings to you after the
conference by postal service.

This is an example of figure formatting.

Equations
Equations and symbols should be typed in the
equation editor. Number equations consecutively
with equation numbers in parentheses, as in

 cr   mu   R' (Vr )1.1

(1)

CORRECTIONS

Refer to equations as “Eq. (1)” not “equation
(1),” except at the beginning of a sentence, in which
case the word should be fully spelled out.
The equation number, enclosed in parentheses, is

Comments
from
reviews
should
be
incorporated in the revised version. Authors must
also submit a separate document entitled “Response
to Reviews” in which they list the reviewers’
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comments and detail their responses. The “Response
to Reviews” should be submitted with the final
version of the paper.
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